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ABSTRACf 
Genesis of a Vertisol and an Associated 
Pa l exeroll in Northern Utah 
by 
Robert c. Graham, Master of Science 
Ut ah State University, 1982 
~fuj or Professor: Dr. Alvin R. Southa r d 
Depar tment: Soil Science and Biometeorology 
The genetic relationship between a Vertisol and an associa t ed 
Molliso l with an a r gillic hor izon was studied. These soil s ar e 
taxadjuncts of the Hawkins and Ostler series, respectively. They 
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occur in the Wasatch Mountains of nor thern Utah and have simila r parent 
materials , al ti t udes, and slope percentages. Os tler soils have a dense 
cover of Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii) and occur preferen t ially on 
north aspec t s . Mule's ear (Wyethia amplexicaulis) is the dominant vege-
t a tion on Hawkins soils , which are mos t f requent on south aspec ts. 
Erosion is prevalent on Hawkins soils because the mule's ear does not 
adequately cover the soil sur face during the fall, winter, and early 
spring . The dense oak woods and the litter cover on the Ostler soil 
pro t ect it from erosion. 
Bo th soils dr i ed sufficiently for cracks to develop in their 
clayey portions. The Ostler soil was drier, probabl y because it has 
more and longer transpiring vegeta t ion than the Hawkins soil. 
The Ostler subsoil and the Hawkins solum both had c r acks , 
slickensides , high clay content s , high COLE values, and smectite 
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as the dominant clay mineral. These characteristics of high shrink-
swell activity were most strongly expressed in the Hawkins soil. The 
Ostler subsoil clay was overlain abruptly by loam surface soil . The 
textural difference was attributed to lessivage, eolian contributions 
mixed with preexistin g surface soil by soil animals , and in situ clay 
formation in t he subsoil . Eolian additions were inferred from the 
presence of easily weathered silt and clay-size minerals in the Ostler 
A horizons and within the zone of mixing in the Hawkins soil. These 
minerals were not present or were less abundant in the Ostler subsoil 
and in the Hawkins C horizon. 
The fo rmation of Hawkins soils (Vertisols) probably resulted from 
erosional exposure of the clay subsoil of Ostler soils or their pre-
cursors. 
(95 pages) 
INTRODUCTION 
A high clay content is a characteristic that Vertisols and the 
argillic horizons of many soils have in common. Speculations on possible 
genetic relationships between these two kinds of soils have been made 
(Buol et al., 1980), but published studies related to this topic are 
scarce. 
Vertisols are well known for high. shrink-swell activity and deep, 
wide cracks when dry. These characteristics are particularly disruptive 
to trees and man-made structures. More than 7000 hectares of Vertisols 
have been mapped in Utah (Carley et al., 1980; Chadwick et al., 1975; 
Erickson and Mortensen, 1974). All of these Vertisols are commonly 
associated with soils with argillic horizons. In this study a member of 
the fine, montmorillonitic, mesic family of Typic Chromoxererts and a 
member of the fine, montmorillonitic, frigid family of Typic Palexerolls 
were chosen to examine the genetic relationship of a Vertisol with an 
associated soil that has an argillic horizon. These soils are tax-
adjuncts of the Hawkins and Ostler series, respectively, and will hence-
forth be referred to as the "Hawkins soil (or pedon)" and the "Ostler 
soil (or pedon)." The location of the pedons studied is about 4.8 kilo-
meters southwest of Huntsville in Weber County, Utah (Figures 1 and 2). 
To study the genetic relationship between a Vertisol and an associ-
ated soil with an argillic horizon, the following objectives were pro-
posed: 
1. To determine and compare the mineralogy of the selected pedons 
of the Hawkins and Ostler series and their parent materials. 
Figure 2 . Location of the 
study area near 
Huntsville, Weber 
County, Utah . 
Figure l . Loca tion of 
Heber County, 
Utah. 
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2. To de t ermine the effect of micr oclimat e and topo graphy on the 
devel opment of these two soils . 
3. To determi ne the morphological , chemical, and physical char acter-
istics of the Hawkins and Os t ler soils in order t o s tudy their genesis 
and tes t their classif i cation. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Argillic Horizons and Morphologically Similar Features 
The origin of clayey subsoils overlain by coarser textured material 
has been the subject of considerable debate . Chittleborough and Oades 
(1979) outlined three processes which alone or in combination might 
explain the particle-size distribution of a soil with an abrupt increase 
in clay from the A horizon to the B horizon. Differences in particle-
size distribution may result from: (1) sedimentary layering of non- uniform 
parent material, (2) differential weathering and clay formation in situ, 
and (3) downward translocation of clay within an initially homogenous 
material. 
Sedimentary Layering of Non-
uniform Parent Material 
Particle-size characteristics of textural B horizons are not unique, 
as demonstrated by \Valker and Hutka (1979), who found lake floor sedi-
ments to have similar clay- size characteristics. 
In a study of the Dayton soil, an Albaqualf on 0-3% slopes in the 
\Villamette Valley of Oregon, Parsons and Balster (1967) concluded that 
the abrupt textural change from silt loam in the A2 to clay in the B2t 
horizon is primarily the result of a depositional discontinuity, though 
evidence of clay illuviation was found. 
Johnson et al. (1962) also reported on soils in Arizona with tex-
tural B horizons and concluded that an overlay of coarser textured 
material (e.g. silt loam) was the dominant cause of the distinct 
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textural difference. The high clay content in the B horizons was a ttrib-
uted to residual weathering of the basalt parent material and illuviation 
from the A horizon. 
Periodic deposition on alluvial-fan piedmonts can produce marked 
lithologic discontinuities. The stable zones between distributary 
channels are characterized by relatively thin (30-150 em) sheet-like 
bodies of sediments with low gr avel contents (Gile and Hawley, 1966). 
Lithologic discontinuities are also prevalent i n soils developed 
i n colluvium (Ciolkosz et al. , 1979) . Soils fo rmed from colluvium 
generally occupy the lower one-half to three- fourths of hillslopes . 
Several soil genesis studies in northern Utah have dealt with 
lithologic discontinuities. The upper part of a pedon described by 
Rooyani (1976) had a high c l ay content and was developed from tuffaceous 
material of the Salt Lake Formation, while the lower part was developed 
from the more sandy Lake Bonneville sediments. The parent materia l of 
the upper port ion of the pedon was conside red implaced by mass movement, 
down-slope washing and/or al luvia l fan pr ocesses . Southard and Miller 
(1966) described a situation in which a soil located on a footslope 
was developed in a 50 em thick surface covering of colluvium from 
Wasatch Conglomerate and in the underlying calcareous tuff of the Salt 
Lake Forma tion. 
The importance of eolian depositions in the morphology and genesis 
of soils in northern Ut a h was demonstrated by Jalalian (1981). In this 
s tud y , the char ac teristic 50-70 percent silt content of eolian material 
was used to identify l ithologic discontinuities. Bisequua soils con-
sisting of a silty mantle overlying a more strongly developed, some times 
clayey, subsoil were attributed to eolian deposition of material from 
the Snake River Plain and the Lake Bonneville Basin onto previously 
developed residual soils. 
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Detection of lithologic discontinuities can be approached using 
several techniques. Stratigraphic and morphologic evidence has been 
emphasized by Parsons and Balster (1967). Changes in particle-size 
distribution, bulk density, and soil mineralogy are standard indicators 
of lithologic discontinuities (Buol et al., 1980). Jalalian (1981) used 
the presence of such easily weathered minerals as zeolite, amphibole, 
and Ca-feldspar to strongly support the assertion of an eolian origin 
of a silty surface mantle lacking these minerals. If a soil has devel-
oped from uniform parent material, the surface soil should be most 
weathered. 
Chapman and Horn (1968) used Zr and Ti contents as detected by x-ray 
spectroscopy to test for lithologic discontinuities in silty soils of 
northwestern Arkansas. This technique is based on the occurrence of the 
elements Ti and Zr in the most resistant soil minerals, rutile and zircon, 
respectively. Amounts of these minerals in the soil should remain 
relatively constant with depth if the parent material is uniform. 
Chittleborough and Oades (1979) expanded on this technique to argue 
against a lithologic discontinuity in the Urrbrae soil, a Rhodoxeralf 
on the southern Adelaide Plains, Australia. This soil has an A horizon 
with a fine sandy loam texture abruptly overlying a B horizon with a 
clay texture. Ratios of concentrations of the same mineral in different 
size fractions (e.g. zirconsand/zirconsilt) and ratios of concentrations 
of different minerals in the same fraction (e.g. zirconsand/rutilesand) 
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were computed. A change in ratio indicates a different mineral 
assemblage and thus a different parent material. All ratios determined 
for the Urrbrae soil were essentially constant with depth, thus it was 
concluded that the parent material was uniform. 
Clay Formation in situ 
Nikiforoff (1937) attributed claypan genesis in desert soils to 
weathering and clay formation in situ. Development of the claypan in 
the Dayton soil (later studied by Parsons and Balster, as mentioned 
previously) was attributed to formation of secondary clay in place 
(Nikiforoff and Dr osdoff, 1943). 
Ca0/Zro2 ratios have been used as an index of the extent of 
weathering in soils (Beavers et al., 1963) . After removal of Caco3 
from soil samples, CaO is present mainly in weatherable minerals such as 
Ca-plagioclase, while zro2 is present in more resistant minerals such as 
zircon. Thus, if a soil has developed from a relatively uniform parent 
material without surfical additions, the CaO/Zr02 ratios should increase 
with depth since the A horizons have experienced the most weathering and 
the parent material is least weathered. 
A relatively consistent pattern of increasing Ca0/Zro2 ratios with 
depth has been interpreted by Smith and Buol (1968) as indicating more 
intensive weathering in the surface than in the subsoil. Lower CaO/Zr02 
ratios in argillic horizons than in underlying material were also seen 
as an indication that some of the clay in argillic horizons had formed 
in situ . 
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Downward Translocation of Clay 
The development through clay illuviation of a clayey subsoil over-
lain by a coarser textured surface soil leads to the concept of the 
argillic horizon. An argillic horizon is a subsoil horizon which con-
tains a significant amount of illuvial layer-lattice clays and has 
formed below an eluvial horizon . After establishing that the subsoil 
has the requisite higher clay content than the overlying surface horizon, 
identification of an argillic horizon centers on determining that illu-
viation has occurred. Evidence of illuviation is given primarily by 
oriented clay cutans and an increase in the fine (< 0.2 ]J) to total clay 
( < 2p) ratio from the eluvial to the illuvial horizon (Soil Survey 
Staff, 1975). 
Films of clay oriented parallel to ped or pore surfaces are seen as 
proof of the clay illuviation. However, in soils that undergo peri-
odic drying and have high shrink-swell potentials (COLE values greater 
than 0.04) clay cutans are usually absent (Nettleton et al., 1969). 
Stresses that develop from shrinking and swelling may prevent clay cutans 
from being formed and may destroy pre-existing cutans . In situations 
such as this, the use of fine to total clay ratios is emphasized in the 
identification of argillic horizons. Nettleton et al. (1969) also 
stated that the finer texture of Bt horizons reduces permeability and 
loss of bases through leaching. The resulting higher base saturation 
enhances the formation of swelling clays . The authors suggest that 
this combination of illuviation and in situ clay formation could result 
in an argillic horizon so enriched in expanding clays that its shrinking 
and swelling might swallow the surface soil and evolve into a Vertisol . 
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Vertisols 
Ve rtisols are soils with high clay contents and deep, wide cracks 
at some time during the year. These soils show evidence of soil mixing 
and movement and have a high bulk density between cracks (Soil Survey 
Staff, 1975). 
Smectite is usually the dominant clay mineral in Vertisols, although 
other mineralogies do exist (Soil Survey Staff, 1975). The interlayer 
exp ansion of smecti t e has been proposed as the cause of swelling in 
montmorillonitic Vertisols (Anderson et al., 1973). In soils not 
containing smectite, soil swelling may be effected by intraparticle 
swelling due to orientation of water films around c lay particles with 
high charge density (Schafer and Singer, 1976). 
The process by which Vertisol morphology develops has been de-
scribed by Hallsworth et al. (1955) and DeVos a.'1d Virgo (1969) . The 
basis of Vertisol formation is that these soils swell when wetted and 
shrink when dried, producing large cracks that often extend to depths 
greater than one meter. During the dry season some of the character-
istic loose, granular surface soil is dislodged by wind, animals, or 
other disturbances and accumulates in the cracks. With the onset of the 
rainy season, water runs into the cracks and causes the soil to swell. 
The swelling of the in tact soil and the soil accumulat ed in the cracks 
causes an increase in volume and results tn considerable stress. This 
stress is relieved by soil movement at an oblique angle between the 
component horizontal and vertical forces. The movement is generally 
upward and toward the center of the soil polygon formed by cracking. 
The result is an intermixing of the surface and subsurface materials 
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which has been referred to as vertic action, homogenization, self-
swallowing and churning. Thus, Vertisols are morphologically a rela-
tively homogeneous order. Morphologic features characteristic of Verti-
sols produced by the intensive shrinking and swe llin~ are slickensides, 
sphenoid scructural aggregates with long axes tilted 10° to 60° from 
.the horizontal, and gilgai. 
The single most common feature of Vertisol environments is a 
seasonal drying of the soil. Vertisols are commonly developed from 
bas i.e parent materials such as calcareous sedimentary rocks, basic 
igneous rocks, volcanic ash, and alluvium containing these materials 
(Buol et al., 1980). Most soils of this order have gent le slopes, but 
a few are strongly sloping. Vegetation on these soils is usually 
herbaceous, but some areas have open forests or savanna (Soil Survey 
Staff, 19 75). 
Parsons et al. (1973) studied Pelloxererts in the Willamette 
Valley, Oregon on geomorphic surfaces ranging in age from Holocene 
(550 yrs. b .p.) to middle Pleistocene. Very little change in soil 
characteristics was noted in the pedons of different ages. They con-
cluded that time has been of little significance in the genesis of these 
Vertisols. 
A toposequence of soils in Uruguay described by Troeh (1969) has 
shown Vertisols in association with Argiustolls. The Argiustolls 
occurred on broad upland flats and on the lower slightly concave hill-
sides. Vertisols were found on the gentle convex slopes between the 
described geomorphic conditions occupied by Argiustolls. Although no t 
discussed by the author, the Vertisols occupy an erosional position on 
the slope. 
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The characteristics of some Vertisols and two soils with textural 
B horizons were compared by Johnson et al . (1962). All of these soils 
were developed on ultrabasic volcanic rocks in Arizona. Vegetation on 
the Vertisols was dominantly grass while the soils with textural B hori-
zons supported ponderosa pine. The Vertisols had relatively uniform 
particle-size distributions below 12 em, with c lay contents of 40 to 66 
percent. The A horizons (above 30 em) of the other soils contained 
about 25 percent clay while the subjacent B horizons were nearly 70 per-
cent clay . These A horizons were believed to have been largely the 
result of more recent deposition. 
Southard and Williams (1970) described instances in northern Utah 
in which rill erosion has removed the clay loam surface soil, exposing 
a clay subsoil that has a high shrink-swell potential as evidenced by 
slickensides and cracking . Removal of fines by erosion has resulted in 
the concentration of stones and boulders on the eroded surfaces. 
Gambel Oak (Quercus gambelii) 
Gambel oak is a small tree or large shrub, geographically distribu-
ted from Wyoming, Utah, and southern Nevada south into Mexico. It is 
most abundant in the central and southern Great Basin (Forest Service, 
USDA, 1937) and occurs between altitudes of 1500 and 2250 meters in the 
Wasatch Range of Utah (Cronquist et al., 1972). 
The present northern limit of Gambel oak is 80 km nort h of Salt 
Lake City, Utah . This situation seems to have existed a t least since 
post-Pleistocene times (Neilson and Wullstein , 1980) and apparently is 
primarily due to spring freeze stress and summer moisture stress 
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(Neilson and Wullstein, unpublished data, Department of Biology, 
University of Utah). Gambel oak a t its northern occurrence does not 
reproduce sexually, but persists as clones . 
In west-central Colorado, Brown (1958) found the average mature 
Gambel oak to have a stem diameter of 7.5 em and height of 3.9 meters. 
The root system of these trees consists of a thick mat of rhizomes and 
surficial roots coupled with occasional deep-feeding roots which extend 
downward to about 1 . 5 meters before subdividing (Baker and Korstian, 
1931). Reproduc tion is primarily by sprouting f rom rhizomes on the 
base of the trunk. 
In the study by Brown (1958), the Gambel oaks were found to live 
less than 80 years and trees over 100 years old were scarce. Dis-
regarding undergrowth, oak stands were found to have heterogeneous compo-
sition and dis tribution with respect to individual tree ages. This was 
seen as evidence that the stands were not spreading. 
Brown (1958) also observed that Gambel oak often occurred in 
segregated dense thickets with abrupt transitions between thickets and 
intervening open a reas. The thickets had a continuous layer of leaf 
litter, but little herbaceous ground cover. The adjacent open areas had 
herbaceous cover but less litter and more exposed bare soil. Soil 
erosion was always more severe in the open areas than in oak thickets. 
Under oak, the plant and litter cover is very effective in protecting 
the soil from erosion. The little soil movement observed was due to 
pocket gophers which seemed to prefer oak sites to open a reas. In 
addi tion, it was fo und that on the steeper slopes, the average A 
horizon thickness was greater under oak th i ckets than under open sites. 
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In a study of soil changes associated with post- fire recovery of Gambel 
oak, Baker (1949) considered loss of topsoil by temporary exposure to 
raindrop erosion to be very important . 
Fire has a large influence on the extent and density of Gambel oak. 
Rarely does it kill the entire plant, though the above-ground portion 
may be destroyed (Brown, 1958). In the year following a burn, reproduc-
tion is profuse in the form of numerous oak shoots; however, actual 
ground coverage is not great. McKell (1950) concluded that loss of 
vegetational cover, exposing topsoil to erosion , is the most damaging 
aspect of fires in Gambel oak in northern Utah . 
Gambel oak has one other important natural enemy in addition to 
fire. The larva of the geometrid moth , Lambdina punctata (Holst.) can 
completely defolia te thousands of acres and has a strong preference for 
oak. If infestations persist for several years, the oak stems can be 
killed (Brown, 1958). 
Mule's Ear (~ amplexicaulis) 
Very little has been published on the autecology of mule's ear. 
This species is distr ibuted throughout the Intermountain West and north 
into British Columbia. It grows from the sagebrush-bluebunch wheatgrass 
zone to elevations of about 2700 meters and is generally adapted to 
disturbed areas (Forest Service, USDA, 1937). 
In the Wasatch Mountains, mule's ear is a prominent plant on fine-
textured soils that have high. shrink-swell potentials . The large, long 
tap root of this plant apparently give it competitive advantage on 
cracking soils (Southard, 1978). Parker (no date) noted that mule's 
ear dries up in mid-season, leaving the soil surface unprotected fo r 
the rest of the year. 
Mule's ear reproduces by seed only and is known for its ability to 
outcompete fo r age grasses (Young and Evans, 1979). 
Micro climat e 
Microclimates caused by slope- aspect influence the processes 
operating on hillslopes and affect their morphologies (Carson and 
Kirkby , 1972) . In the northern hemisphere, south- facing (S-facing) 
slopes receive more direct incidence of the sun's rays and are thus 
drier than north-facing (N- facing) slopes. Due to this dryness, S- facing 
slopes have a much lower vegetation density than N- facing slopes and 
are, therefore, more susceptible to erosion through surface wash. This 
more intense erosion result s in S-facing slopes being less steep than 
N- facing slopes. 
A s tudy by Southard and Dirmhirn (1972) in northern Utah reported 
on the soil microcl imate differences between the north and south expo-
sures of two ad jacent ridges . The N- facing slope had 90 percent ground 
cover and had consistently lower soil temperatures and higher soil mois-
ture contents t han did the S-facing slope which had 10 percent gro und 
cover . 
Howard (1948) measured soil temperatures during the warmest part 
of the summer in Gambel oak communities near Provo, Utah.. He found the 
30 em dep th soil temperature to be l6°C under oak cover and 22°C in an 
open area adjacent to the thicket . Gambel oak cover has been observed 
to aid in retardation of snow melt (Brown, 1958). 
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Climate of the Study Site 
The study a rea has a semiarid continental climate (Carley et al., 
1980). Summers are typically warm and winters are cold. Most prec ipi-
tation comes as rain and snow in the fall and spring and as snow in the 
winter. The small amount of precipitation during the summer growing 
season is usually associated with thunderstorms. 
Climatological data from Pine View Dam, located about 3.2 kilometers 
northwest of the study site at an elevation of 1482 meters, a re pre-
sented in Table 1 (NOAA, 1980). 
Geology of the Study Site 
The study site is located in the north-central Wasatch Mountains 
in the Middle Rocky Mountain physiographic province. Both soils occur 
on Norwood Tuff, which may be correlative with the basal member of the 
Salt Lake Formation. The Norwood Tuff is an Oligocene formation com-
posed of non-marine tuff, tuffaceous sand stone, mudstone, agglomera te, 
and siliceous limestone deposited primarily as valley fill (Nelson, 1971). 
Table l. ~1ean mo n t hly a nd annual t emperature and precipitation a t Pine View Dam, Web e r Co., Uta h. 
Temperature data are fo r the period 1942- 1980 , precipitation da t a are for 1936-1980. 
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr . May Jun. J ul. Aug . Sep. Oc t. Nov. Dec . Ann. 
Tempera ture ( OC) 
-6.8 - 4 . 2 0.3 7.1 12 . 4 16.2 21.4 20 . 3 15.3 9.2 0.9 -4.3 7.3 
Precipitation (mm) 
83 . 3 72 . 1 79.5 78.0 62.7 53.8 14 . 2 31.5 33.3 56.6 78.0 82.8 726.2 
l7 
METHODS 
Field Procedures 
With the aid of the soil survey of the Morgan area, Utah (Carley 
et al., 1980) and on-site reconnaissance, two pedons were chosen for 
study, one representing the Ostler series and one the Hawkins series. 
The pedons were selected within adjacent delineations, each of which 
appeared typical of a common monotaxonomic map unit of the respective 
soil series. 
The morphologic characteristics of each pedon were described as 
outlined in Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1975). Sampling was by 
genetic horizon, beginning at the bottom and working upward to avoid 
contamination. In addition to bulk samples, clods and peds were care-
fully selected and packaged for bulk density and micromorphology studies. 
Soil moisture and soil temperature parameters of the two pedon sites 
were monitored at two to four week intervals between March 1, 1981 and 
November 21, 1981. Auger samples obtained in the immediate vicinity 
of each pedon were used to gravimetrically determine soil moisture at 
the 25, 60, and 100 em depths. Soil temperature was measured with a 
soil thermometer at 50 em in an auger hole. 
Transects were made across plant connnunity boundaries to examine. 
the relationships of vegetation to soil characteristics and other 
physical parameters. Photographs were taken throughout the study to 
document soil morphologic features, lands capes, vegetation, and seasonal 
changes. 
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Laboratory Procedures 
All analyses were performed on the fine-earth fracrion (< 2 mm), 
unless otherwise noted. Except for fine and total clay, bulk density, 
coefficient of linear extensibility, and mineralogy, analyses were 
conducted by the Utah State University Soil Testing Laboratory. 
Particle- size Distribution 
Particle-size distribution was determined by the pipette method af-
ter removal of organic matter using sodium hypochlorite (Anderson, 1963) . 
Bulk Density 
Bulk density was found using Saran- coated clods (Soil Conservation 
Service, 1967) . Two or three clods per sample horizon were air dried, 
weighed, and coated with Saran resin. Volume was determined by 
Archimede's principle. 
Coefficient of Linear Extensibility 
(COLE) 
The procedure outlined by Schafer and Singer (1976) was followed to 
determine COLE . After finding air-dry bulk density, as described above, 
patches of Saran were cut from each clod and rhe exposed soil surface 
was placed in contact with wet loamy sand for several days to equili-
brate. The clods were transferred co a soil moisture extraction plate 
covered with silt loam and subjected to 1/3 atmosphere pressure. After 
equilibration was reached in several days, the clods were removed, 
patched with Saran, weighed, and volume was determined. COLE was found 
by 
COLE [ 
Dry bulk density ) l/J _1 Hoist bulk density 
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l<ater Retention 
Water retention at l /3 atmosphere was fo und by pressure-plate 
extraction and at 15 atmospheres by pressure membrane extraction (Soil 
Conservation Service, 1967). 
Organi c Carbon 
A colorimetric acid dichromate digestion technique was used to 
determine organic carbon (Black et al., 1965). 
Calcium Carbonate Equivalent 
Calcium carbonate was determined manometrically as described by 
lhlliams (1948) . 
Cation Exchange Capacity 
Cation exchange capacity was determined by saturating samples with 
sodium ace tate at pH 8. 2, washing with 95 percent ethanol, and r emoving 
adsorbed sodium by extracting with 1.0 N ammonium acetate (Soil Conser-
vation Service, 1967). 
Extractable Cations 
Calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium were extracted with 1.0 
N ammonium acetate at pH 7.0 and determined by atomic adsorption spec-
trometry . 
Soil Reaction 
Soil reaction was measured on s aturated paste using a Markson 
Science Elect roMark Analyze r pH meter. 
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;-!ineralogy 
Samples were prepared fo r x-ray diffraction analysis using the 
method of Kittrick and Hope (1963). Oriented mounts of the fine and 
coarse clay and fine and medium silt fractions were made by placing a 
slurry of the fraction on a glass slide and drying under a heat lamp. 
Samples were analyzed after drying, and again after solvation with 
ethylene glycol for one hour at 60°C if the presence of smectite was 
suspected . Samples were heated to 550°C and analyzed again for verifi-
cation of kaolinite, if appropriate. Powder mounts of all other frac-
tions were prepared by passing the sample through a 115 mesh sieve on to 
a glass s l ide coated with a thin film of Vaseline. Analyses were per-
formed using a Siemens diffractometer with a Cu-Ka tube and a nickel 
filter, operated at 35 kv and 16 rnA. Samples were scanned at 2° 28 
per minute from 2° through 32° 28. 
Coarse silt and very fine sand fractions of the Ostler pedon were 
analyzed for Ca, Ti, and Zr by x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy . Samples 
were ground to pass through a 115 mesh sieve. Subsamples weighing 1.50 
grams were mixed with cellulose binder and pressed into pellets. The 
pellets were analyzed using a Siemens x-ray spectrometer operated at 
50 kv and 38 rnA with a chromium tube. The sample chamber was evacuated 
ro 1000 micrometers (Hg) pressure . Ca was determined at 25.55° 26 and 
Ti at 20.85° 28 using a gypsum analyzing crystal . Zr was measured at 
22.55° 28 using a LiF analyzing crystal. The time required to detect 
100,000 counts of K- a radiation with a flow proportional counter was 
measured . Counts per second (cps) of background radiation (measured 
for 10,000 counts) were subtracted from peak cps to give net cps for 
each element. 
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Selected samples of coarse silt and very fine sand were examined 
with a petrographic microscope to identify glass and verify x-ray dif-
f raction findings of certain trace minerals. 
Statistical Procedures 
Relationship of Aspects and Soils 
The relationship of Ostler and Hawkins soils to slope-aspect was 
investigated. A 2234 hectare area surrounding the study site was 
delineated on a 7 1/2 minute topographi c map . Overlays were prepared 
showing slope- aspects and soils within this area. Two aspect groups, 
southwest to southeast and northwest to northeast, were des ignated by 
shading with colored pencils. Slopes facing directly east or west were 
not considered because they do not demonstrate pronounced microclimate 
differences . The occurrences of Ostle r and Hawkins soils were demarcated 
by transferring delineations from the soil survey of the area (Car ley 
et al., 1980). The aspect and so i ls overlays were used together to 
determine the number of hectares of each soil on each aspect. Areas 
we re fo und using an acreage calculation grid . 
A two-by-two table was constructed to apply a chi square <x2) test 
for independence to the occurrence of Ostler and Hawkins soils in rela -
tion to north and south aspects. Frequencies were recorded i n terms of 
hectar es in each category. In problems with one degree of freedom, 
such as this one, a continuity co rrection is used in the computa tion of 
x2 (Kl ugh, 1974; Dixon a nd Massey, 1969). The formula used was: 
( lo- el - .5)2 E-~ ­
e 
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where "e 11 represents the expected frequenc y if the two classifications 
(soils and aspects) are independent, and "o" represents the observed 
frequency . The expected frequency for each category was calculated by 
multiplying the sum of soils values for the aspect by the sum of aspec t 
values for the soil and dividing by the grand total of soils values 
for both aspects . For example: 
e 
(total hectares Ostler soils) (total hecta res north aspect) 
(total hectares Os tler and Hawkins soils) 
2 The calculated value, Xcalc' was compared wi th the tabulated values, 
X~ab' in a chi square table. The compar ison was made at the 0.5% 
(p = .005) level of significance. At this level of significance, 
there is only a 0.5% chance that X~alc would be greater than X~ab if 
soils and aspec ts were independent. Thus, if X~alc is greater than 
x2 b it is very likely that soils and aspect s a re dependent. ta 
COLE-Clay Correlation 
The relationship of coefficient of linear extensibility (COLE) to 
total and to fine c lay was investigated. Data were first plotted to see 
if linear trends existed. Upon establishment of linearity, the correla-
tion coefficient and the equation of the regression line for the data 
were generat ed using least-squares linear regression (Dixon and Massey, 
1969). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Site Characteristics 
Physical Environment 
Both the Ostler and Hawkins pedons srudied were developed on rhe 
Norwood Tuff. The presence of quartzite gravels suggests that the de-
posit was reworked by water. Since this formation is sedimentary in 
nature, there is some variation in mineralogy and rock texture. 
Particle- size distributions in the C-horizons cf the pedons indicate 
parent materials of similar textures (Table 6, page 44). ine primary 
difference in C horizons of the two soils is that the Ostler C horizon 
contains a zeolite while the Hawkins C horizon lacks zeolite minerals 
(Table 9, page 55). Descriptions and mineralogical constituents of rock 
samples from the study area are given in Table 2 . 
In the study area, both soils occur on foothills, with Ostler 
soils generally on 20 to 50 percent slopes and Hawkins soils usually 
on slopes of 15 to 30 percent (Carley et al., 1980). The Ostler pedon 
studied was on a smooth hillside, about 90 meters from a ridgetop, with 
a 35 percent slope to the northeast. The Hawkins pedon was on a smooth 
hillside with a 30 percent slope to the southeast. 
A chi-square test for independence shows the occurrence of Ostler 
and Hawkins soils is related to aspect (Table 3). In the vicinity of 
the studied pedons, the occurrence of Ostler soils en north aspects is 
112 percent of what would be expecced if it occurred independent of 
aspect. Ostler occurrence on south aspects is 83 percent of the 
expected aspect-independent value. Tne occurrence of Hawkins soils on 
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Table 2. Mineralogy of rock samples from study site by x-ray diffrac-
tion of bulk sample powder mounts. Minerals listed in order 
of decreasing XRD peak height. C = calcite, F = feldspar, 
M =mica, Q = quartz, S = smectite, Z = zeolite 
Sample location 
Stratum exposed in gully 
50 m from Hawkins pedon 
Stratum exposed on ridge 
between Hawkins and Ostler pedons 
Rock from C horizon of 
Ostler pedon 
Rock texture 
Light brown 
mudstone 
Light gray 
sandstone 
Light gray 
sandstone 
Minera ls 
Q,F,S,C,M 
Q,C,F,S,M 
Q,F,S,Z,M 
Table 3. The occurrence of Hawkins and Ostler soils related to aspect using a two-b y-two t a ble and x2 
test for independence 
Ostler soils 
Hawkins soils 
Tota l 
measured 
2 llt.21, Xcalc = 
The hypothesis 
Measured 
260 
270 
530 
North aspect 
Expected if 
ind ependent 
232 
298 
% of 
independent 
value 
112 
91 
Hectares 
Measured 
132 
233 
365 
South aspect 
Expected if 
independent 
160 
205 
% of 
independent 
value 
83 
114 
Tot a l 
measured 
392 
503 
895 
2 7.88 (with one degree of freedom at 0.5 level of signif icance) . X tab t he percent 
of independence is rejec ted at the 0 . 5 percent level of significance. 
N 
L" 
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south aspects is 114 percent of the aspect-independent value while on 
north aspects it is 91 percent of the aspect-independent value. It is 
apparent that both soils occur on all aspects; however, the Ostler soil 
is found somewhat more frequently on north aspects than south aspects 
and the reverse is true for the Hawkins soi l. 
Soil temperature and soil moisture data and changes in site condi-
tions for the study area during the period of Ma rch 1 through Novembe r 
21, 1981 are presented in Table 4. Soil moisture and temperature 
patterns of the two soils are more easily seen in Figures 3 and 4 and 
can be rela ted to 1981 air temperature and precipitation data recorded 
at nearby Pine View Dam (Table 5, E. A. Richardson, Utah State Clima-
tologist , unpublished data). 
During the study, the Ostler soil was always cooler than the Hawkins 
soil, most like l y because of differences in aspect and vegetation. The 
Osle r soil, being on a north aspect, does not intercept the sun 1 s rays 
as directly as the Hawkins soil on a south aspect. Particularly during 
the summer, shading and transpiration by the oak canopy probably aids in 
keeping Ostler soil temperatures relatively low. 
Al though the Hawkins soil was warmer, it was not drier than the 
Ostler soil, which reached lower moisture contents at all measured 
depths. Lnis may be due to the presence of more vegetation, which also 
transpires for a longer period of time, on the Ostler soil than on the 
Hawkins soil. Figures 5 a- 1 show the change in vegetation cover and 
physiological activity during the March- November 1981 field season. It 
should also be noted that the 100 em depth of the Ostler soil remained 
slightly above -15 atmosphere water tension, while the Hawkins soil 
Table 4. Soil temperature and soi l moisture distribution for the Ostler and Hawkins soil s for 
the period ~larch 1-November 21, 1981 
O!!tler Mohtura 
at I S at11 
Da t e 3/ 1 J/14 J/29 4/ll 5/1 5/l'J 6/20 7/12 8/1 8/21 9/27 ]0/18 11 /21 (:) 
llt:pth % so il 1110isture (1Aass loasJs) (c:n~) 
, 32 
" 
32 26 28 29 2J lJ 12 11 12 26 )I lJ 
60 27 28 32 30 28 25 
" 
20 17 17 19 18 , 19 
100 21 20 20 
' 
29 25 22 22 22 20 19 . 18 20 17 
Temp (° C) 
@ 50 em 1.0 0.5 2.5 7.0 9.0 11. 5 14. 0 14.5 13.5 13 . 5 13.5 10 .5 
J c: pth Huch Snow !HHches All snow Foll::.ge All ---------Fo il age vigorous--------- Leaves Host 
'"~ ~~~elted com ing foliage turning leaves Exposed aotl frozen out brown fallen 
llawkins Moisture 
15 atm 
Ua t t! )/I 1/14 3/29 lo/ll 5/1 5/30 6/20 7/12 8/1 8/21 9/'!.7 10/18 11/21 ( < ) 
Dept h % soil mohture (r~~ass basts) {c111) 
25 )5 J2 
" 
34 29 21 26 20 20 21 21 29 29 23 
60 ll 26 )0 10 28 26 !4 
" 
10 20 20 20 22 !4 
100 , 25 30 28 27 26 2J 21 
" 
20 20 21 22 !4 
Temp ( 0 C) 
~ 50 em 3.5 5.5 5.0 7.5 10.5 12.0 14.0 19 . 5 21.0 21.0 17 .0 14.5 11 . 5 
depth No forbs t\nbs t'ol'b!:l Forh9 drying t'o r hs dry t:racks s l ou~hinA Cr acks Cracks 
J ,. ') r.m 20 Cr.l Crnt'l; .'l t; r acl;s cl osing c l osi!d 
high h!lil.h ... ~ ~~ 4 X SQ Clll 7 X 70 Clll 
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Figure 3 . Soil moisture dist ribution in the Ostler a nd Hawkins 
soils, ~larch - November 1981. (a) 25 em depth, 
(b) 60 em depth, (c) 100 em depth . 
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Figure 4. Soil temperatures at the 50 em depth for the Ostle·r 
and Hawkins soils, March-November, 1981. 
Mean monthly temperature and precipitation at Pine View Dam, 
Weber County, Utah, March- November 1981 
Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov 
Temperature ( OC) 
8.1 10 . 6 16.1 20.4 20.6 15.9 6.8 3.3 
PreciEitation (mm) 
38.4 191.5 23.1 2.5 2.8 16.8 176 .8 42.9 
a. Ostler site, March 1. b. Hawkins site, March 1. 
c. Ostler site, April 11. d. Hawkins site, April 11. 
e. Ostler site, May 30. f. Hawkins site, Hay 30. 
Figure 5. Seasonal changes at the sites of the Ostler and Hawkins 
soils, 1981. 
30 
31 
g. Ostler site, July 12. h. Hawkins site, July 12. 
i. Ostler site, August 1. j. Hawkins site, August 1. 
k. Ostler site, October 18. 1. Hawkins site, October 18. 
Figure 5 (continued). Seasonal changes at the sites of the Ostler and 
Hawkins soils, 1981. 
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dropped below that value (Table 4). Apparently more plant available 
water remained in the Ostler soil. Both soils, however, dried suffi-
cient ly to crack and feel dry to the touch. Moisture status in relation 
to weathering is discussed in the section concerning soil genesis. 
Vege tation 
TI1e vegetation at the Os tler site (Figure 5) is t yp ical of that on 
most Ostler soils. The dense overstory is dominantly Gambel oak 
(Quercus gambelii) , with less bigtooth maple (Acer grandidentatum) and 
chokecherry (Prunus virginiana) . The relatively sparse understory con-
sists of Gambel oak, snowberry (Symphoricarpos orephilus), rose (Rosa, 
sp . ), serviceberry (Amelanchier sp.), bromegrass (Bromus sp.), and other 
herbaceous plants . Some Ostler soils were observed to have a dense 
cove r of perennial grasses with scattered sagebrush instead of the 
usual dense oak stands. 
The Hawkins site (Figure 5) had vegetation typical of that on all 
Hawkins soils observed in the vicinity. Yne plant community is domin-
ated by mule's ear (Wyethia amplexicaulis) and, to a lesser extent, by 
nineleaf biscuitroot (Lomatium triternatum). These forbs sprout in late 
winter, reach maximum growth and vigor in May and are completely dried 
up by mid-summer (Figure 5j). Thus, during late spring and early sum-
mer, the surfaces of Hawkins soils are blanketed by dense herbaceous 
cove r. But by fall , the leaves of these plants have dried and broken 
up, leaving a sparse ground cover which decomposes further throughout 
the winter . In late winter and early spring, before the sprouting 
forbs are more than a few centimeters high, the soil has very little 
cover to protect it from erosion (Figures 5b,d). Evidence of erosion 
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on the Hawkins soils of the study site is common in the form of concen-
tration of gravels on the soil surface (Figures 6a ,b) and slight pedes-
talling. 
In September 1981, transects were made across boundaries between 
mule's ear communities and Gambel oak communities to examine the rela-
tionship of vegetation to soil characteristics. The site of one such 
transect is shown in Figure 7. Soils under mule's ear had cracks open 
at the surface and extending over a meter deep, a clay texture below a 
depth of 5 em, and about 25 percent bare soil. Soils under Gambel oak 
had no cracks near the surface, a clay texture beginning at a depth of 
20 em , and a continuous cover of litter over the soil surface. 
Soil Morphology 
Ostler Pedon 
A description of the morphology of the Ostler pedon is given below. 
The pedon is located 240 meters east, 165 meters north of the southeast 
corner of Section 23, T. 6 N., R. 1 E., about 4.8 kilometers southwest 
of Huntsville, Weber Co., Utah. It has a northeast aspect, a 35 percent 
slope and is at an elevation of about 1740 meters (Figures 8 and 9). 
01 to 0 em, matted decaying leaves and twigs. 
Al 0 to 14 em, black (10 YR 2/1) loam, dark gray (10 YR 4/1) dry; 
moderate coarse granular structure that parts to strong fine granular; 
soft, very friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; common very 
fine and fine, few medium and coarse roots; many very fine tubular and 
interstitial pores and common fine tubular pores; neutral (pH 6.7); 
abrupt irregular boundary. 
A2 -- 14 to 36 em, black (10 YR 2/1) loam, dark gray (10 YR 4/l) dry; 
strong fine and medium subangular blocky structure; slightly hard, 
friable, slightly sticky and slightly plastic; common very fine and 
fine , few medium and coarse roots; many very fine and fine, common 
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b. 
a. 
Figure 6. Typical fall surface condition of Hawkins soils. Note bare 
soil and gravel. November 21, 1981. 
Figure 7. Typical boundary between mule's ear and Gambel oak communi-
ties. August 21, 1981. 
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Figure 8. Landscape of the Ostler soil. August 1, 1981. 
Figure 9. Profile of the 
Ostler soil. 
October 11, 1980. 
Figure 10. Slickenside from 
the Btl horizon 
of an Ostler soil. 
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medium tubular pores; slightly acid (pH 6 .3); krotovinas of gopher 
burrows filled with material from Al horizons; abrupt wavy boundary . 
Btl-- 36 to 88 em, dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) clay, pale brown 
(10 YR 6/3) dry; weak very coarse prismatic structure which parts to 
strong coarse angular blocky which parts further to strong fine and 
medium angular blocky; very hard, extremely firm, very sticky and very 
plastic; common very fine, fine~ medium, and few coarse ~oats; ~ammon 
very fine and few fine tubular pores; common slickensides and pressure 
faces 1 to 4 em long; strongly acid (pH 5.1); gradual irregular bound-
ary. 
Bt2 -- 88 to 137 em, pale brown (10 YR 6/3) clay loam, light gray (10 YR 
7/2) dry; weak very coarse prismatic structure which parts to strong 
coarse angular and subangular blocky; very hard, very firm, sticky and 
plastic; common very fine, fine, medium and few coarse roots; common 
very fine, few fine and medium tubular pores; common slickensides and 
pressure face s 1 to 4 em long; very strongly acid (pH 5.0); gradual 
irregular boundary . 
BCt -- 137 to 172 em, pale brown (10 YR 6/3) clay, light gray (10 YR 7/2) 
dry; weak very coarse prismatic structure which parrs to moderate med-
ium and coarse subangular blocky; very hard, firm, sticky and plastic; 
common very fine, fine, and medium roots; common very fine, fine, and 
few medium tubular pores; common slickensides and pressure faces 1 to 
4 em long; strongly acid (pH 5.2); c l ear wavy boundary . 
C -- 172 to 183 em, pale brown (10 YR 6/3) clay, light gray (10 YR 7/2) 
dry; massive; hard, firm, sticky and plastic; few very f ine and fine 
roots; connnon very fine and fine tubular pores; common slickensides 
and pressure faces 1 to 2 em long; medium acid (pH 5.8) . 
Cracks, bounding weak, very coarse prismatic structure, begin 
below the A2 horizon and extend to the top of the C horizon, though 
most are not continuous over this depth. Cracks a re up to 2 em wide, 
but are mostly much n.arrower. 
Figure 10 shows a slickenside from the Btl horizon of an Ostler 
soil . 
The outstanding feature of the morphology of the Ostler soil is 
the marked dif fe rence between the A horizons and the underlying B 
horizons . Toe abrupt boundary enhances the contrast between the black 
loam of the surfa ce S<oil and the brown clay of the subsoil and suggests 
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the presence of a lithologic discontinuity. 
Field evidence indicates that A horizons comprise a mollie epipedon 
since the color, structure and thickness requirements are met. There 
is sufficient increase in clay in the subsoil to qualify it as an argil-
lie horizon if the required marks of illuviation are identified. Field 
evidence of illuviation is usually in the form of oriented clay cutans; 
however, shrink- swell activity, demonstrated by cracking, slickensides, 
and pressure faces, has disrupted the subsoil fabric and precludes the 
presence of clay cutans. 
Hawkins l'edon 
The Hawkins pedon morphology is described below. The pedon is 
located 150 meters west and 180 meters north of the southeast corner of 
Section 22, T. 6 N., R. 1 E., about 4.8 kilometers southwest of 
Huntsville, Weber Co., Utah. It has a soucheast aspect, a 30 percent 
slope, and is at an elevation of about 1720 meters (Figures ll and 12). 
Al -- 0 to 6 em, very dark gray (10 YR 3/l) clay, dark gray (10 YR 4/l) 
dry; strong very fine and fine subangular blocky and coarse granular 
structure; hard, firm, sticky and plastic; common very fine, few fine, 
medium and coarse roots; common very fine, fine, medium, and coarse 
tubular and interstitial pores; neutral (pH 6.9); clear wavy boundary. 
AB -- 6 to 52 em, very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/2) clay, dark gray 
(lO YR 4/1) dry; strong fine and medium angular blocky structure; very 
hard, very firm, sticky and very plastic; common very fine, fine, 
medium and coarse roots; many very fine, common fine, and few medium 
tubular and interstitial pores; many slickensides, 5 to 20 em long; 
slightly acid (pH 6.2); clear irregular boundary (this horizon extends 
about 25 em deeper adjacent to cracks). 
Bw -- 52 to 98 em, dark grayish brown (10 YR 4/2) clay, gray (10 YR 5/1) 
dry; strong medium angular blocky structure; very hard, very firm, 
sticky and very plastic.; common very fine, fine and few medium roots; 
common very fine, few fine and medium tubular; many slickensides, 5 
to 20 em long, neutral (pH 6.8); clear irregular boundary (this hori-
zon extends about 25 em deeper adjacent to cracks). 
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Bk -- 98 to 145 em, brown (10 YR 5/3) clay, pale brown (10 YR 6/3) dry; 
strong medium and coarse angular blocky structure; very hard, very 
firm, sticky and plastic; few fine and medium roots; common very fine, 
fine and few medium tubular pores; many slickensides, 5 to 10 em long; 
common, fine, soft masses of segregated lime; mildly alkaline (pH 7.6); 
clear wavy boundary. 
BCk -- 145 to 162 em, pale brown (10 YR 6/3) clay, very pale brown 
(10 YR i/3) dry; moderate fine subangular blocky structure; very hard, 
firm, sticky and plastic; few very fine, fine, and medium roots; com-
mon very fine, few fine and medium tubular pores, common slickensides; 
common, fine, soft masses of segregated lime; mildly alkaline (pH 7.6); 
clear wavy boundary. 
Ck -- 162 to 170 em, pale brown (10 YR 6/3) clay loam, very pale brown 
(10 YR 7/3) dry; massive; hard, firm, sticky and plastic; few very 
fine roots; common very fine tubular pores; few slickensides; few 
fine, soft masses of segregated lime; mildly alkaline (pH 7.7). 
A slickenside from the Bw horizon of a Hawkins soil is shown in 
Figure 13. 
The surface of che Hawkins soil exhibits gilgai microrelief 
(Figures Sb, 14). Gilgai polygons are about 140 em in diameter and 
have a vertical relief of about 15 to 30 em. In the dry season, the 
polygons are bounded by cracks which are 5 to 8 em wide at the surface, 
l to 4 em wide at a depth of 50 em, and extend to a depth of 120 to 
130 em (Figures 15, 16). 
The deep, wide cracks, uniformly high clay content with depth, 
slickensides, and gilgai are the prominent morphological features of 
the Hawkins soil. These features also place it in the Vertisol 
order. 
Cracks in the surface of the Hawkins soil appeared between May 30 
and June 20. Soil moisture at this time was still slightly above - 15 
Figure 11. Landscape of the Hawkins soil, August 1, 1981. 
Figure 12. Profile of the 
Hawkins soil, 
October 11, 1980. 
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Figure 13. Slickenside from the 
Bw horizon of a 
Hawkins soil. 
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Figure 14. Gilgai microrelief of the Hawkins soil. March 1, 1981. 
Figure 15. Polygonal cracking in the Hawkins soil. October 11, 1980. 
Figure 16. Intersection of polygonal cracking in the Hawkins soil. 
July 12, 1981. 
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atmosphere moisture values (Table 4). The progression of soil cracking 
during the summer is illustrated in Figures 17a-d. Maximum crack dimen-
sions were attained in August when soil moisture was lowest. 
Sloughing of surface material into cracks is an often mentioned 
method of mixing in Vertisols (Buol et al., 1890). Evidence of this was 
observed in t he field and can be seen in the time sequence of photos in 
Figure 17. As the season progressed, the crack edges became more 
rounded due to pieces breaking off and falling into the cracks. In 
addition to chunks of surface soil, gravel and plant material also fall 
in to cracks. 
Cracks began closing in October as soil moisture increased as a 
result of fall rains (Figure 3, Table 5) . Cracks were obse rved to close 
at the surface first (Figure 18) . This is consistent with the soil 
moisture profile of the Hawkins soil which shows surface soil moisture 
increasing sooner and more rapidly than subsoil moisture (Figure 3). 
The dark colors to a depth of nearly one meter result from plant 
material and surface soil aggregates that are high in organic matter 
falling into cracks and being mixed into the subsoil by shrink-swell 
cycles. Dark colors resulting from organic matter extend about 25 em 
deeper adjacent to cracks than within the soil polygon bounded by the 
cracks (Figure 12). This is interpreted as evidence of the mixing 
pro cess described above. 
The accumulation of calcium carbonate below 98 em suggests that 
insufficient water moved through the soil to leach out the carbonates. 
Cracking, slickensides, and high clay contents are morphologic 
features shared by the Hawkins solum and the Ostler subsoil. The 
a. June 20 
d. October 18 
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b. August 1 c. August 21 
Flgure 17. Development of a crack in 
the Hawkins soil, 1981. 
Figure 18. Profile of a crack 
closing in the 
Hawkins soil. 
November 21, 1981. 
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primar y differences in morphology a:e the loamy surface of the Ostle r 
pedon and the highly developed surface cr acking of th e Hawkins pedon. 
Physical Propert ies 
Particle- size Distribut i on 
Ostler pedon. The particle- size dist ribution of the Ostler pedon 
(Table 6) again demonstrates t he abrup t chan ge in texture between the 
A and B horizons. Total sand and silt fractions both decrease by about 
10 percent (absolut e) across the boundary at 36 em , while clay i ncreases 
about 20 pe r cent (absolute). If this change in particle-size dist r ibu-
t ion represents a lithologic discontinuity , diagnostic charac t e ristics 
wil l be obse r ve d. 
Coll uvial accumulati ons generally occur on the lower th ree- fourths 
of slopes . This pedon was described well within the upper one-fourth 
of the slope and Ostler soils were observed, and have been mapped, on 
r idges. It is very unlikely that colluvium contributed a significant 
port ion of the A horizon parent material. 
Eolian deposits have characteristically high silt contents . 
Jalal ian (1981) fo und that sil t constituted 50 to 66 percent of some 
surface soils in t he mountains 44 kilo me ters north of the prese nt study 
site . The A horizons of the Os t ler so i l have 35 to 37 percen t si lt, 
while t he underlying Bt l has 26 pe rcent silt. The silt content of the 
A ho r izons is not as large as i s expec t ed of eolian ma t e rial,. nor is it 
excep t ionally highe r than th a t of the Btl; there f ore an exclus1vely 
eoli an or igin of the Ostler sur face soil is not pr obable . 
Table 6. Particle-size distributions of the Ostler and Hawkins pedons 
Sand % 
Very Medium Fine Very fine Total Total silt Total clay Fine clay/ 
Horizon Depth Gravel Coarse (0.5- (0.25- (0 . 1- (2- (0.05- total clay 
(em) (> 2 m) (2-1 mm) {1-0.5 ""') 0.25 mm) 0 .• 1 mm) 0 . 05mm) 0 . 05 mm) 0 . 002 mm) {<0.002 am) ratio 
Ostler Pedon 
A1 0-14 1.7 4 . 7 7.4 18.0 10.2 42 . 0 37.1 20.9 0 . 61 
A2 14-36 1.0 4 .4 6.9 17.8 10.3 40.4 35.6 24.0 0.59 
Btl 36-88 1.8 3.6 5. 2 13.1 8.1 31.8 26.1 42.1 o.83 
Bt2 88-137 tr 1.1 3. 7 13.2 9.4 27.5 33 . 5 39.0 0.56 
BCt 137-172 0 . 3 1. 9 4.4 11.3 10 . 0 19.0 15.8 45.2 0.41 
172-183 tr 0.1 1.2 3.3 14.1 12.3 31.0 24 . 4 44.6 0.44 
Hawkins Pedon 
AI 0-6 4.1 4.4 3.5 6.8 5.8 14.7 27.6 47. 7 o. 78 
ABI 6-29 4.1 4.1 3. 3 6.6 5.9 24.1 23 . 4 32.5 o. 76 
AB2 29-52 4.6 4.2 3.1 6 . 5 5 . 8 24.3 22 .2 53 . 5 o. 75 
Bwl 52-75 4.1 5. 7 3 . 4 6.5 5.4 25.1 20.8 ~4.1 0 . 81 
Bw2 75-98 3. 6 4.2 3.0 6.0 5. 5 22.4 22.0 55 . 6 o. 75 
Bk 98-145 2.9 4 .6 3.5 6.9 5 . 9 23.8 22.3 53.9 o. 72 
BCk 145-162 2.6 6 .1 4. 5 8.6 6.2 28.1 23 . 9 48.0 0 . 56 
Ck 162-1 70 3.9 7.9 5 . 6 9.9 6 . 3 JJ. 7 26.9 39.4 0. 36 
""' 
""' 
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Particle-size distribution data confirm the large clay increase 
from the A horizons to the subsoil. Evidence of illuviation is found 
in the fine:total clay ratios which increase by more than one-third 
across the boundary between the A2 &~d Btl horizons. It is likely that 
illuviation has enriched the Btl with fine clay and it, therefore, 
qualifies as an argillic horizon . 
The clay content of the Os tler soil remains high through the B 
horizons and the C horizon . This may be the result of in situ clay 
f ormation since, except for the Btl, these horizons do not have large 
fine:total clay ratios . 
Hawkins pedon. The !iawkins soil exhibits a relatively uniform 
particle- size distribut ion , which is characteristic of Vertisols (Table 
6). This homogenization results from self-mixing of surface and sub-
soil. 
The clay content of the Hawkins C horizon is not more than that of 
the Ostler C horizon; thus, the Vertisol (Hawkins) probably did not 
arise as a result of initial differences in parent material clay content . 
The higher clay content of the Hawkins B horizons as compared to 
the Ostler B horizons may be due to more intense weathering. The 
Hawkins soil is warmer and more moist than the Ostler soil and, during 
the dry season, cracks expose part s of the subsoil to the atmosphere. 
These conditions probably make the Hawkins soil environment more condu-
cive to weathering and clay formation than that of the Ostler soil. 
Fine:total clay ratios are high throughout in the Hawkins solmn . 
This could be relict from a pre-existing argillic horizon which "self-
swallowed." Perhaps a more tenable explanation is that the high fine 
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clay contents, which correspond to the zone of mixing, result from 
relatively intense weathering and unstable soil fabric which is detri-
men t al to coarser clay crystals. 
Bulk Density 
Tne Ostler and Hawkins soils have their lowest bulk densities 
(Table 7) in the A horizons, corresponding to the higher organic matter 
content of these surface horizons. The AB and B horizons of the Hawkins 
soil and the Btl and Bt2 horizons of the Ostler soil have the highest 
bulk densities. In both soils, bulk density decreases in the C horizons. 
Repeated shrinking and swelling may have oriented soil particles i n the 
B horizons giving a close packed condition when dry and a ccounting for 
the high bulk densities of these horizons . 
Coefficient of Linear Extensibility 
(COLE) 
The A horizons of the Ostler soil have low COLE values (Table 7), 
as expected from soils with relatively low clay contents. The higher 
COLE values of the Ostler subsoil horizons are comparable to those of 
some Vertisols, and correspond with the field observation of cracks and 
slickensides . The high COLE values of the Hawkins soil also correlate 
with the zone of cracking and abundant slickensides. 
COLE values in the Hawkins soil are higher than in the Ostler soil. 
In both soils, COLE is highly correlated with total clay (Figure i9). 
In the Hawkins soil, which has higher clay percent ages, COLE is more 
strongly influenced by total clay than is the Ostler soil. The 
steeper slope in Figure 19 for the Haukins soil shm.;s that an equal 
increase in percent total clay in each soil results in a larger 
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Table 7. Physical p r operties of the Os t ler and Hawkins pedons 
Water retention Bulk "' % '0 
Depth (%) density To t al clay Fine clay 
Horizon (em) 1 /3 atm 15 atm (g/ cm3) COLE ( < 2 ~) ( < 0 . 2 ~ ) 
Ostler Pedon 
A1 0- 14 23.8 13.4 1. 25 .006 20.9 12.7 
A2 14-36 22 . 4 13.3 1.55 . 034 24.0 14 . 2 
Btl 36- 88 30.1 19 . 2 1.95 .073 42.1 34.9 
Bt2 88- 137 30 . 0 16. 8 1.91 .068 39 . 0 21.8 
BCt 137-172 34 . 8 23.4 1. 82 . 091 45.2 19.0 
c 172-183 37 . 1 24.0 1. 82 .080 44.6 19 . 6 
Hawkins Pedon 
Al 0- 6 34 . 3 23 . 1 1.66 . 075 4 7 . 7 37 . 2 
AB1 6- 29 37.3 23 . 2 l. 93 .098 52.5 39.9 
AB2 29 - 52 38 . 2 22 . 8 2 . 01 . 115 53 . 5 40 . 1 
Bwl 52-75 40.0 24.2 2 . 00 .115 54 . 1 43.8 
Bw2 75- 98 40.3 23.6 2 . 01 .107 55 . 6 41.7 
Bk 98- 145 36.9 21.7 l. 99 . 097 53 . 9 38 . 8 
BCk 145- 162 34 . 4 20 . 5 l. 83 . 072 48.0 26.9 
Ck 162- 170 28 . 8 17.8 1. 79 . 037 39 . 4 14.2 
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inc rease in COLE in the Hawkins soil rhan in the Ostler soil. Since t he 
equations of the lines in Figure 19 are not the same, factors other than 
total clay probably influence COLE. 
A significant correlation exists between f ine clay an d COLE in 
the Hawkins soil, but rhe relationshi p of these parameters in the Ostle r 
soil is no t readily apparent (Figure 20) . The relationship of fi ne clay 
to COLE may be linear out poorly correlated, it may be exponential, or 
ir may be strongly influenced by variation in other factors, such as 
kinds of clay present . 
In addition to the amount of clay and size of clay particles, shrink-
swell potential in soils, as measured by COLE, may be influenced by 
organic matter, calcium carbonate, extractable cations , iron oxide 
coatings, percent sand or silr, kinds of clay (perhaps using the CEC of 
the clay fraction as an index), and soil particle surface a r ea. Inten-
sive st udy should identify an y such relationships and possibly allow 
descriptive equations to be written. 
Comparisons of regression equations developed for a dependent and 
an independent variable, as done in Figures 19 and 20 for COLE and clay, 
may be useful in detecting and quantifying significant variation be tween 
pedons . This could have applications in soil genesis studies and in 
testing homogeneity of soil series. 
Cnemical Properties 
Organic Carbon 
In the Ostler soil, or ganic carbon content (Table 8) is highest 
in the A horizons, then decreases abruptly and continues to decrease 
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x = Os tle r 
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Y = 0.00482X - 0.154 
r
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= 0 . 931 
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Fi gure 19 . COLE vs . percent t ot al clay fo r the Os tler and Hawkins 
pedons . 
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Table 8 . Chemi cal properties of the Ostler and Hawkins pedcms 
Ext rae table cations Calculated* 
Organic CaC03 (rneq/100 g soil) CEC CEC 
Depth pH carbon equivalent (rneq/100 g (rneq/100 g 
Horizon (ern) (paste) ( %) ( %) Ca Hg K Na soil) clay) 
Ostle r Pe den 
Al 0-14 6.7 3. 85 0.0 18.0 2 .7 2 . 10 0. 28 27 . 0 66.6 
A2 14-36 6.3 2.90 0 .0 16. 4 2 .5 l. 30 0. 30 26 . 1 67.7 
Btl 36-88 5.1 0.58 0 . 0 21.5 4 .6 0 . 55 0.66 34 . 9 78 . 2 
Bt2 88-137 5.0 0.36 0 . 0 23 . 9 4.8 0.47 0.79 36. 7 91.0 
BCt 137-1 72 5 . 2 0.31 0.0 29.2 5.2 0.63 1.00 43.4 93.7 
c 172-183 5 . 8 0.28 0.0 33.7 4. 7 0.38 1.10 44.5 97.6 
Hawkins Pedon 
Al 0-6 6 . 9 3.27 0.0 30.6 6.5 l. 90 0.34 41.4 63. 5 
ABl 6-29 6.1 1.21 0.0 28 . 6 6.4 l. 80 0.47 42.1 72 . 4 
AB2 29-52 6 . 3 0.98 0 . 0 29 . 2 6.6 o. 70 0 . 53 42.1 72.5 
Bwl 52-75 6.6 0. 76 0.0 31. 7 7. 5 0 .66 0.65 46.3 80.8 
Bw2 75- 98 7.0 0. 73 0.0 30.5 7.3 0 . 69 0.69 43.0 72.9 
Bk 98-145 7. 6 0.31 3.0 39 .0 7. 7 0.92 0. 88 41.3 74.7 
BCk 145- 162 7 .6 0.25 4. 7 42 .7 8.2 0 . 49 0.95 40.2 82.0 
Ck 162- 170 7. 7 0 . 18 1.4 31.0 7.3 0.68 0. 89 34 . 3 85.5 
* Cal culated by sub tracting the CEC contribu tion from organi c matter (ass umi ng 2 meq/g organic matte r ) 
and a ttributing th e entire remaining CEC to the clay fraction. 
V> 
0 
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with depth. The concentration of organic carbon in the surface results 
f rom the mixing of organic matter by soil animals, such as gophers and 
earthworms, which probably find the texture of the A horizons more 
hospitable than what lies below. 
The Hawkins soil also exhibits a high or ganic carbon content at 
the surface and a regular decrease with dep th; however, self-mixing has 
distributed relatively high organic carbon contents to a greater depth 
than in the Os t ler soil. 
Calcium Carbonate and pH 
Calcium carbonate and pH data for the Ostler and Hawkins soils are 
in Table 8. 
The Ostler soil contained no detectable calcium carbonate . The 
higher pH values of the surface soil probably result from base cycling 
by the oaks. Lm; values in the B horizons reflect leaching and the 
rise in pH in t he C horizon may mark the base of the leaching zone. 
The Hawkins soil had calcium carbonate only below 98 em. The 
presence of calcium carbon a t e below this depth correlated with the 
segregated lime masses observed in the field. The pH of the surface 6 em 
is probably affected by base cycling since the pH drops in the ABl hori-
zon immediately below. Excluding the Al horizon, pH rises with increas-
ing depth to the zone of calcium carbonat e accumulation . 
The lower pH values and lack of CaC03 accumulat ion in the Ostler 
soil indicate that it is more leached than the Hawkins soil. Evidently, 
more wat er moves through the Ostler soil than the Hawkins soil. Most of 
this flushing probably happens during the spring snm;melt and rains. 
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Extractable Cations 
Ostler. Calcium is the dominant extractable cation (Table 8) in 
the Ostler soil, probably largely originating from easily weathered 
calcium plagioclase present in the parent material. Amounts of calcium, 
magnesium, and sodium generally i ncrease with dep t h, most likely the 
result of leaching of the upper horizons . Base cycling by oaks may 
account for the lar gest amounts of potassium in the A horizons . 
Hawkins. The dominant extractable cation in th e Hawkins soil is 
calcium, probably for the same reason given for the Ostler soil , th ough 
below 98 em the high calcium content is due to the presence of calcium 
carbonate . Higher potassium contents in the surface of t his soil may 
also be attributed to base cycling. 
Cation Exchange Capacity 
Ostle r. Cation exchange capacities (Table 8) in the Ostler soil 
are a function of clay content and clay mineralogy . Tne lowest CEC 
values, which are in the A ho r izons, correspond with the lowest clay 
contents. If all CEC is attributed t o the clay fraction (Table 8), 
values increase with depth as the amount of illite in the clay fraction 
decreases and smectite increases. Table 9 , discussed more fully i n the 
following sect ion on soil mineralogy , demonstrates t he change i n clay 
mineralogy wi th dep t h . Below 88 em the calculat ed CEC values of the 
clay fractions are in the range expected for smectite (80- 150 meq/100 g 
clay), while above 88 em the values are between those expected for 
smectite and illite (10- 40 meq/100 g clay) (Buol et al., 19 80) . 
Hawkins. Again , the amount and kind of clays control the cation 
exchange capacities. CEC is relatively uniform t hroughout the Hawkins 
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pedon, reflecting the generally constant clay percentages of the hori-
zons. CEC does decrease in the Ck horizon and this corresponds with 
the lower clay content of this horizon. 
Clay fractions of the soil above 145 em have calculaced CEC values 
somewhat below the expected range for smect i t e c lays. Indeed, the clay 
fractions above the 145 em depth contain smectite and illite (Table 9, 
page 55). Below 145 em t he clay fraction is more dominated by smectite 
and the higher CEC values chere reflect this. 
Hineralogy 
Mineralogy data are presented in Tables 9-11 and Figures 21-25. 
In the following discussion of soil mineralogy, it is helpful to keep 
in mind some relevant stages of weat hering outlined by Jackson and 
Sherman (1953) . In the clay fraction , the sequence of mica (illite) 
interstratified 2 :1 layer silicates and vermiculite (including partially 
expanded hydrous micas) + montmorillonite + kaolinite represents succes-
sively more advanced stages of weathering. Also applicable to this 
study is the face that plagioclase is more easily weathered than quarcz, 
zircon, and rutile. 
Ostler 
In the Ostler soil , smectite is the dominant mineral in the fine 
clay fraction of all horizons. It is present in the coarse clay frac-
tion throughout the soil and dominates that fraction below 36 em . Smec-
tite is also a major component of the fine and medium silt fractions 
below 88 em. It has probably formed from the weathering of feldspars 
and the alteration of illite . In addition, some has been inhe r ited from 
the parent rock (Table 2). 
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X-ray traces in Figure 21 suggest that the crystallinity of 
smectite increases with depth, as shown by sharper peaks. Perhaps smec-
tite is unstable in this surface soil environment and has been degraded in 
the upper portions of the soil. There are traces of kaolinite, indica-
tive of more advanced weathering, in those horizons (above 88 ern) in 
which smectite is least crystalline. 
The suggestion that smectite is unstable in the surface soil 
environment is confused by the abundance of the more easily weathered 
mica-minerals in that part of the profile. Mica of medium silt and 
smaller size is probably illite. In the larger particle-sizes, the mica 
was identified optically as biotite. Mica is present in the underlying 
rock (Table 2) and in the silt fractions throughout the soil, but is 
also a significant component of the clay fractions above 88 ern. Thus, 
mica is most abundant above the 88 em depth. 
This contradicts the expected trend of the illite content of the 
clay fraction increasing with depth in a soil developed from uniform 
parent material, the surface being the most weathered part of the pro-
file. Fanning and Kerarnidas (1977) cite two exceptions to this trend. 
First, mica (illite) may form by the uptake of potassium by montmoril-
lonite , though confirmed cases of this are not common. Second, mica 
may be added to the surface by eolian deposition and even redistributed 
by illuviation into Bt horizons. In light of other evidence to be pre-
sented, the eolian origin is most probable in this case . Using this 
explanation the distribution of illite in the Ostler profile is more 
understandable. 
Ta ble 9 . Mineralogy by x-ray diffraction of selec ted par tic le-siz e frac tions o f the Ha wkins 
and Ostler pedons. Minera l s a re l is ted in order of dec r easin g pea k intensity from 
lef t to right 
Ho rizon 
A1 
A2 
Btl 
Bt2 
BCt 
A1 
AB1 
AB2 
Bwl 
Bw2 
Bk 
BCk 
Ck 
Depth 
Ccn1) 
Fine clay Coarse c lay Fine silt 1-iedlum silt Coarse silt Very fine 1:1and Coar1::1e sand 
< .0002 mm . 0002 - .002 l1ll1 .002- .005 mm .005 - . 0 2 mm .02 - . OS mm 0.05- 0 . 1 tmn 0.5 - 1 IUID 
0-14 S,I 
14-36 S,I 
36-88 S,I 
88-13 7 
137-172 
172-183 
0-6 S ,I 
6-29 S,I 
29-52 S, I 
52- 75 S ,I 
75-9 8 S,I 
98-145 S, I 
145-162 
162-170 
Q, S, I(Z) 
Q, S , I(Z,K) 
S, I,Q(Z,K) 
S ,l , Q ,Z 
S ,(Q,;' ,Z,l) 
S,(F ,Q) 
Q,l 
l , Q, (Z) 
I,Q , (Z,S) 
I,Q,(Z ,S) 
I ,S ,Q 
S,l,Q, (K) 
S , 1 ,Q,(F) 
S,I,Q,(F,K) 
Ostler Pedon 
Q, l , Z ,;' ,(K, A) 
Q,l,Z, F, (K) 
Q,Z,I,F,IlB,(K) 
Q,S , I , Z 
Q,S, I, (F ,Z) 
Q,S, I ,Z,(F') 
Q,Z,F' , I ,(K) Q,F,Z , B,(A) 
Q,Z,I,F,(K,A) Q,F,Z 
Q, Z , F,I,IIB,(K) Q,F,Z,(B) 
Q,S ,I , F ,z 
Q,S,l,F , Z 
Q,S, II B,I , F,Z 
Q,F,Z, (B) 
Q,F ,z 
Q,F ,z 
Hawkin~ Pedon 
Q, I ,(Z , F , K) 
Q,I , (F,Z,K) 
Q,l , (F,Z,K) 
Q,l, (F,Z) 
Q, l,(F ,Z,K) 
fl , I , llfi, (F, Z ,K) 
Q,S ,l, (F ,K) 
Q,S , l,(F , K) 
Q,I,F' , Z, (A , K) Q,F,(Z) 
Q,l ,F, Z , (K) Q,F. 
Q,I,F,Z,(K) Q,F,(A) 
Q,F,I,Z,(K,A) Q,F ,(B) 
Q,F,l, Z,(K) Q, F,(B,Z) 
Q,l,F,nB,Z,(K) Q,F ,(B) 
Q,S,I,F,(Z,K) Q,F, (B) 
Q,S ,l ,F Q, F, (B) 
Q,F 
Q,F 
Q,F,Z 
Q,;· , (Z) 
Q,F ,z 
Q,F,Z 
Q,F 
Q, F 
Q, F ,(A) 
Q,F 
Q,F 
Q, F 
Q,F, (B) 
Q,F 
Q,F 
Q,F 
Q,(F) 
Q,F 
Q,F 
Q,F 
Q,(F) 
Q,F ,(B) 
Q,F,(B) 
Q,F 
Q,f·, (B) 
Q,F, 
Q,F ,(B) 
Q,F,(D) 
A- amphibole, B - biotite, F - feldspar, HB- hydrobioti te, I= illit e , K =kaolinite, 
Q quart z , S = smectite, Z zeolite. 
10 
Glycolated 
10 
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Figure 21. X-ray diffraction traces of the fine clay 
fractions of the Ostler pedon. I = illite, 
S = smectite. 
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Figure 22. X- ray di ffraction traces of the medium silt 
fractions of selec ted horizons of the Ostler 
pedon. F = feldspar, HB = hydrobiotite, 
I illite, K kaolinite, Q = quartz. 
S = smec ti te, Z = zeolite . Glycolated: - -- -
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In the subsoil, illite apparently is altered to smectite in the 
coarser fractions, such as fine and medium silt, and thus does not occur 
in the fine clay fraction. This assertion is supported by the presence 
of a peak at 7.5-8° 28 (Figure 22) representing hydrobiotite or another 
partially expanded hydrous mica. Hydrobiotite and other hydrous micas 
occur as intermediate forms during the transformation of illite to mont-
morillonite (Fanning and Kerimidas, 1977; Bradley and Grim, 1961). 
Windborne additions have apparently distributed illite throughout 
the clay and silt fractions of the surface soil, supplementing what has 
persisted from weathering of the local parent material. Illuviation is 
probably responsible for the illite in the Btl fine clay fraction. It 
may also have contributed illite to the coarse clay fractions of all the 
B horizons. 
Other evidence of eolian contributions to the Ostler surface soil 
is available. Traces of amphibole are found only in the A horizons. 
Plagioclase/quartz ratios (Table 10, Figure 23a) show an abundance of 
easily weathered plagioclase in the A horizons, less in the B horizons, 
and much in the C horizon. Zeolite/quartz ratios (Table 10, Figure 23b) 
show the soil above 88 em is enriched in zeolite (probably heulandite or 
clinoptilolite), a mineral not stable in leached acidic soils (Zelazny 
and Calhoun, 1977). Mineral calcium, contained mostly in the plagiocl~se 
and zeolite, also is abundant in the surface, decreases in the B hori-
zons and increases in the BC and C horizons (Table 11, Figure 23c). 
Ca/Ti and Ca/Zr ratios (Table 11, Figures 23d and e) exhibit the same 
trend: high in the A horizons, low in the B horizons, high again in 
the C horizon. All of these indices suggest surficial additions of 
Table 10 . Ratios of plagioclase/quart z (coarse s ilt frac t ion ) and 
zeo l ite/quartz (medium silt) by x-ray diffraction peak 
heights for Ostler and Hawkins pedons 
Depth Coarse sil t Medium silt 
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Horizon (em) plagioclase/quartz zeolite/quartz 
Ost l er pedon 
Al 0-14 0.94 1. 36 
A2 14- 36 0 . 84 3.26 
Bt l 36- 88 0 . 65 2. 72 
Bt2 88-13 7 0. 77 0 . 47 
BCt 137- 172 0 . 42 o. 42 
c 172- 183 1. 64 0.56 
Hawkins pedon 
Al 0- 6 1 . 03 0.83 
ABl 6- 29 0.58 0 .62 
AB2 29- 52 0 .48 0.32 
Bwl 52 - 75 0 . 53 0.66 
Bw2 75-9 8 0. 53 0 . 41 
Bk 98- 145 0 . 51 0.22 
BCk 145 -162 0 . 42 0 . 17 
Ck 162-1 70 0 . 33 0 . 00 
Tabl" 11. X-ray opectrographic analysis of Ca, Ti and Zr in the Ostler pedon 
Coan:ie silt 
Depth Counts 12er secon d Ratios of CES Ca Ca Ti Horizon (em) Ca Ti Zr Ti Zr Zr 
Al 0-14 2130 431. 1 66.0 4.94 32.3 6.53 
A2 14- 36 2049 371. 1 67.2 5.52 30.5 5 .52 
Btl 36-88 1514 407 .1 48.7 3 . 72 31.1 8. 36 
Bt 2 88-137 1936 56 7. 9 62.9 3 .41 30.8 9.03 
BCt 137- 172 2121 478.9 69.5 4.28 30.5 6.89 
c 172-183 2457 503.9 60 . 0 4 . 88 41.0 8. 40 
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Figure 23 . Indices of weathering and profile uniformity for the 
Ostler pedon. (a) Plagioclase/Quartz , (b) Zeolite/ 
Quartz, (c) Calciwn, (d) Ca/Ti, (e) Ca /Zr , ( f) Ti/Zr, 
(~) Tifi e. sand /Tic arse and ' (a, b) by x- ray diffrac-
tlon pea~ nelgfits, ~c,I) 5y x-ray spectroscopy . 
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weathe r ab le mineral s to t he Os tler soil. 
Ti/Z r and Ti-fiue sand /Ti-coarse sand r atios (Figures 23f and g) 
demonstrate t hat t he A horizons have a diffe r ent mineral assemblage than 
the subsoil . They also i llus trate the variation in the original soil 
mat erial. 
The mineral ogical evidence point s strongly to eolian additions to 
the surface of the Os t l er soi l . I t is especially convincing when rela-
ted t o jalalian's s tudy (1981) , 44 km to the north, in which t he same 
minerals, illite , zeolite, amphibole, and pl agioc l ase, were fo un d in the 
loess s urface mant:le of six pedons. Amorphous material «as also identi-
fied in the silt mantles of soils studied by Jalalian. Observation of 
the Ostler coarse silt fractions using a pe trogr aphi c mi cr oscope revealed 
some fresh gl ass shards in the surface s oil. The C horizon had no fresh 
glass , but had some cryptocrystaline weathering products, possibly par-
tially devi t rified glass. 
Hawkins 
Smectite dominates the fine clay fraction. In the coar se clay 
fraction it increases f rom nil in the surface 30 em t o become t he pre-
dominant mineral below 98 em . On l y below 145 em is it present in the 
fine and medium silt fractions. As in the Ostler soil, smectite is 
probably derived from weathering of feldspars and illite and is inheri-
ted from the parent mate rial. 
Traces of kaolinite occur throughout the Hawkins pe don and the fine 
clay smectite peaks are general l y not as well defined as those of the 
Ostler soil (Figure 24) . These indicat ions of a stronge r weat hering 
envi ronment i n t he Hawkins soil corroborate ~vidence from particle-
size distribucion and soil moisture and temperature data. 
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Figure 24. X- ray diffraction traces of the fine c lay f rac -
tions of the Hawkins pedon. I = illite, 
S = smectite. 
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Figure 25 . X- r ay diffraction traces of the medium sil t 
fraction of selected horizons of the Hawkins 
pedon. A = amphibole, F = feldspar, HB = 
hydrobiotite, I = illite , K = kaol inite, Q = 
quartz, S = smectite, Z =zeolite. 
Glycolated : --- -
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If this area has had eolian contributions, the minerals indicative 
of this in the Ostler surface soil should be present throughout the zone 
of mixing (0-145 em) in the Hawkins soil. This is, in fact, the case. 
Illite is fo un d in the fine clay fraction t o the 145 em depth. It is 
also more prevalent in the coarse clay to medium silt fractions within 
that depth than below. Traces of amphibole are found to the 75 em depth. 
Zeolite is most abundant in the upper meter and is not present in the Ck 
horizon (Table 10) . Plagioclase content is greatest in the s urface, 
remains relatively high t hrough the zone of mixing, and decreases i n 
BC and C horizons . Thus, the Hawkins soil mineralogy is consistent 
wi th evidence from the Ostler soil suggestin g eolian additions. 
Genesis of the Os tler and Hawkins Soils 
The fact that the Hawkins soil and the Ostler subsoil both have 
high clay contents, large COLE values, smectite clays, slickensides, 
cracks, similar parent materials , and are intricately associated on the 
landscape suggests a gene ti c relationship . The possibility of eolian 
material "smothering 11 a Vertisol (Hawkins) to produce a coarser textured 
surface mantle overlying a clay subsoil (Ostler) was considered. This 
hypothesis has several problems: (l) the Ostler surface mantle does 
not have a particle-size distribution characteristic of wholly eolian 
material; (2) a buried Vertisol should exhibit dark colo rs from mixing 
of or ganic matter, the Ostler s ubsoil lacks these; and (3) on the steep 
slopes where Ostler soils are found, erosion would have quickly removed 
an eolian mantle deposited on a sparsely vegetated Vertisol. 
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It seems more likely that Hawkins soils of this area have evolved 
from Ostler soils or their predecessors. Considering the steepness of 
the slopes involved and the evidence of erosion on Hawkins soils today, 
it is very probable that erosion has played a key part in the genesis 
of Hawkins soils. Since the origin of the Hawkins soil is probably 
linked to the erosional modification of an Ostler soil or its precursor, 
the genesis of the Ostler soil will be discussed first. 
Strong evidence has been presented to demonstrate that eolian 
material has been added to the surface of the Ostler soil, yet the 
particle-size distributions of the A horizons are not as high in silt 
as is characteristic of loess. A starting point for considering this 
problem is the eolian deposition, which is probably correlative with 
that on soils studied by Jalalian (1981), for which a possible date of 
30,000-75,000 years ago was given. 
At the time of deposition, the climate of the area was cooler and 
wetter than at present (Morrison, 1965). The highest level of Lake 
Bonneville was only about 170 meters below the study area. Glaciers 
existed in the mountains about 6 km southeast of the study site. Forest 
vegetation probably stabilized the soil. The development of a clayey 
soil was favored by the tuffaceous parent material and it is likely 
that lessivage had already established a textural difference between 
A and B horizons. 
Probably less eolian material was deposited at this site than at 
Jalalian's site, which is 44 km closer to the supposed origin of the 
material, the Snake River Plain. Once deposited, the material was 
presumably mixed by soil animals in the previously developed A horizon. 
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A clear boundary, characteristic of argillic horizons (Soil Survey Staff, 
1975), may have already existed between the A and B horizons and the 
surficial addition would enhance this by exaggerating the textural 
difference. Soil animals would generally avoid the dense subsoil i n 
favor of the loamy surface, so mixing of surface and subsoi.l was 
probably slight. Illuviation after deposition would magnify the tex-
tural difference between surface and subsoil by moving minerals of c l ay-
size and perhaps silt-size, including illite and zeolite, into the B 
horizons. To a lesser extent , redistribution of added minerals was 
probably effected by the limited activity of animals in the subsoil 
and by pedoturbation. Variation in thickness of the A horizons of the 
Ostler soil can be attributed to localized colluvial accumulation or the 
fo rces of water or wind. 
Most vegetation provides soil with erosion protection in the form 
of canopy and litter cover. In addition, plants with dense surficial 
root systems, such as perennial grasses and Gambel oak, appear to bind 
the surface soil. This inhibits it from falling i nto subsoil cracks . 
In such cases, the actual "self-swallowing" of surface soil by a highly 
developed argillic horizon seems unlikely. However, destruction of the 
vegetative cover by fire might leave the soil open to erosion, resulting 
in exposure of the clay subsoil, perhaps after several fire-erosion 
cycles. On<ce the clay is exposed, or very near the surface, plants 
with dense surficial root systems may be at a competitive disadvantage 
with respect to plants that have a single, deep taproot, such as 
Wyethia and Lomatium. Without the binding effect of roots, the surface 
soil is more free to fall i nto cracks. The added subsoil volume 
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initiates vertic action when the soil swells upon wetting. 
This mode of Vertisol formation may have operated at various points 
in the genetic pathway proposed for the Ostler soil. Vertisol formation 
prior to the eolian deposition would maximize the mixing of eolian 
material since much of it could go directly into cracks. Development 
of Vertisols after the eolian deposition would presumably mix less of 
the foreign mineral matter into the subsoil since some would be lost by 
erosion. 
The Ostler and Hawkins soils probably have different environments 
of mineral weathering and clay formation. Soil weathering occurs at all 
water contents because a thin film of water always envelopes the mineral 
grains (Birkland, 1974). Periodic flushing removes weathering products, 
lowers ionic concentrations in the water films, and thus promotes chemi-
cal weathering of the mineral grains . Formation of smectite, however, 
is enhanced by relatively high concentrations of ca2+, Mg2+, and Na+ 
and by pH values above 7. The warm-season soil moisture status of the 
south-facing Hawkins soil under mule's ear is actually more than that 
of the north - facing, oak- covered Ostler soil. Low pH values and lack 
of calcium carbonate in the Ostler soil indicat e that enough water moves 
through it, probably in the spring, to prevent accumulation of excess 
basic cations. Subsoil lime accumulation in the Hawkins soil demon-
strates that insufficient water moves through it to completely remove 
weathering products . As a result, Vertisols on south aspects in this 
area appear to have conditions more favorable to clay formation than 
Mollisols on north aspects: more total moisture with concurrently 
higher soil temperatures, higher pH, and more bases in the soil solution. 
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Vertisols have developed preferentially on south-facing slopes in 
the s tudy area . This is probably because these aspects receive less 
effective (plant available) moisture and do not support dense vegetative 
cover. Lower vege tation density promotes erosion, the key to the pro-
posed mode of Vertisol formation on these slopes. 
Present environmental conditions favor the pe rsistence of Vertisols , 
and perhaps their spread, on the landscape. Erosion on established 
Vertisols prevents development of a stable surface soil. The mule's 
ear growing on these soils is a fierce competitor, making invasion of 
soil- stabilizing vegetation difficult. Gambel oak in this area are 
relict from more favorab le climatic conditions and are s tressed by 
spring freezes and summer moisture deficits. They are not reproducing 
sexually and the clones are not likely to spread, especially into harsh 
sites (Wullste in, Department of Biology, University of Utah, personal 
communication , 1982). The impact of man through such activities as 
overgrazing , brush clearing, fire, off-road vehicle use, and construc-
tion, is increasing erosion in the area. Erosion on this soilscape only 
worsens soil stability problems and probably promotes Vertisol formation. 
Classification of the Ostler and Hawkins Soils 
Ostler 
The epipedon of the Ostler soil qualifies as mollie. It is 36 em 
thick and has granular and sub angular blocky structure, moist colors of 
10 YR 2/1, and dry colors of 10 YR 4/1. Organic carbon content is well 
over the required 0.60 percent and base saturation is over 75 percent. 
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From the A2 to the Btl horizon, the clay content increases by 18 
percent (absolute) within a distance of 2.5 em. In addition, there is 
an increase in the fine:total clay ratios by more than one-third across 
this boundary. These characteristics mark this soil as having an argil-
lic horizon with an abrupt upper boundary. Clay cutans were not distin-
guished since the high shrink-swell activity of the Ostler subsoil 
obscured those evidences of illuviation. 
The climatic data (Table 1) and the measured soil moisture for 
1981 (Table 4, Figure 3) indicate that the Ostler soil has a xeric 
moisture regime. Comparison of mean monthly air temperatures computed 
from long term measurements (Table 1) at a climatological station near 
the s tudy area with 1981 monthly means (Table 5) shows that the study 
period of March-November 1981 had temperatures very close to normal. 
Thus, soil temperature data collected during this time should reflect 
the normal situation. The mean 50 em depth soil temperature for the 
nine-month period monitored (March-November) is 9.8°C (Table 4). For 
the mean annual temperature of this soil to be less than 8°C, and thus 
qualify as a frigid soil temperature regime, the mean soil temperature 
for the months of December, January, and February must be below 2. 7°C. 
It is possible that this condition is met, but just barely. The Ostler 
soil can be considered to have a frigid soil temperature regime. 
The particle-size class in the control section (the argillic 
horizon) is fine and the mineralogy of the clay fraction is dominated 
by smectite. 
These characteristics place the Ostler pedon in the Palexeroll 
great group and give it the family c riteria: fine, montrnorilloniti c , 
frigid. 
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A vertic subgroup is not recognized for Palexerolls. However, the 
same criteria used to distinguish Vertic Argixerolls from Typic Argixe r-
olls also disqualify certain soils from the typic subgroup of Palexerolls. 
The Ostler soil meets most of these vertic subgroup criteria. The B 
horizons all have COLE values exceeding 0. 05 and have greater than 35 
pe rcent clay. The upper 150 em of soil has a potential linear extensi-
bility of 9.1 em. During the dry season, c racks occur in the B horizons 
bounding very coarse prisms over 50 em in length. The cracks are often 
l em, but are up to 2 em, in width and are roughly vertical. They do not 
extend into the A horizons and single cracks are usually not continuous 
th roughout the depth of cracking . 
The only requirement that is not met is that the cracks " ... extend 
upward to the surface or to the base of an Ap horizon " (Soil Survey 
Staff). Because t he surface has not been plowed, this soil does not 
have an Ap horizon. Therefore, even though cracks extend to the base of 
the A2 horizon, the Ostler soil could not be placed in a vertic sub-
group . The validity of this restriction is questionable, since simply 
plowing the A horizon would remove the Ostler soil from the typic sub-
group of Palexerolls and should place it in a vertic subgroup. However, 
Vertic Palexerolls are not defined, so this soil would not fit any sub-
group if plowed. 
This soil is not likely to be plov.'"ed; the important issue is the 
criteria for vertic subgroups. If the intent of vertic subgroups is to 
identify soils that exhibit instability due to high shrink-swell poten-
tials, but lack some specific properties of Vertisols (DeMent and 
Bartelli, 1969), then the criteria regarding cracking should be 
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re-evaluated. Soils with significant shrink-swell activity in subsoils 
close to the surface should probably be allowed into vertic subgroups 
regardless of surface cracking, especially since highly organic surfaces 
are generally removed during engineering practices. 
Using present criteria, the Ostler pedon is in the fine, montmoril-
lonitic, frigid family of Typic Palexerolls. It is a taxadjunct to the 
Ostler series, which has the same family criteria, but is in the Typic 
Argixeroll subgroup because soils in the series do not have argillic 
horizons with abrupt upper boundaries. 
Hawkins 
The high clay content; deep, wide cracks; gilgai, and slickensides 
place the Hawkins soil in the Vertisol order. The xeric moisture regime, 
as indicated by climatic data (Table 1) and measured soil moistures for 
1981 (Table 4), and a moist chroma of 2 within the upper 30 em further 
identify this soil as a Typic Chrornoxerert . 
As discussed for the Ostler soil classification, soil temperatures 
during the study period are probably very close to normal. The mean 50 
em depth temperature of the Hawkins soil for the nine-month study period 
(Harch-November) is l3.5°C (Table 4). For the mean annual soil tempera-
ture to be less than the s·c required for a frigid soil temperature 
regime, the mean soil temperature for the months of December, January, 
and February would have to be -8.5°C. This is very unlikely to occur. 
The soil temperature regime of the Hawkins soil is probably mesic . 
The Hawkins pedon has a fine particle-size class in the control 
section (25 to 100 em depth) and the mineralogy is dominated by smectite. 
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The Hawkins pedon is in the fine, montmorillonitic, mesic family 
of Typic Chromoxererts and is a taxadjunct of the Hawkins series, which 
diffe rs by having a frigid soil temperature regime. The present assign-
ment of a frigid temperature regime to the Hawkins series may be an 
error, since this study sugges t s that even a soil on a north aspect with 
a dense oak canopy (the Ost l er soil) is on l y barely frigid at the 1740 
meter elevation . The sparsely vegetated soils of t he Hawb.ns series 
would probably be mesic in a similar physical setting. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the genetic rela tion-
shi.p between a Vertisol, the Hawki-ns soil, and a Moll:!.sol •.rith an 
a rgill i c horizon, the Ostler soil. The s tudy site was in the Wasa t ch 
Mountains near Huntsville, Weber Co ., Utah at an elevation of about 
1730 meters . Both soils were on foothill s and developed on tuffaceous 
sandstone . The Ostler pedon was on a north a spect with a 35 pe rcent 
slope under Gambel oak. The Hawkins pedon was on a 30 percent slope 
t o the south with mule's ear cover . 
One object i ve of this study was to de termine the effect of micro-
climate and topography on the genesis of the Ostler and Hawkins soils . 
These soils are intricately associated on the landscape. They are 
found on similar geomorphic positions and on slopes of similar steepness. 
Both soils occur on all aspects , but Ostler soils occur preferentially 
on north aspects and Hawkins soils a re most of ten on south aspec ts. The 
soils support dis tinctly different plant communities. Dense s t a nds of 
Gambel oak are found on Ostler soils, while the vegeta tion on Hawkins 
soils is dominantly mule's ear. 
During the study, soil t emperatures were always lower in the Ostler 
soil than in the Hawkins soil, most likely due to the north aspect 
and the shading and evapo rative cooling provided by oaks in the summer. 
Both so ils dried sufficiently to crack in the summer. Total water con-
tent was lowest in the Ostler so i l, probably because i t had more vege-
tation wi t h a longer period of transpiration. Because the Hawkins so i l 
is more moist during the warm season, it may have a more intense 
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weathering environment than the Ostler soil. 
The vegetational differences between the soils result in different 
susceptibilities to erosion. Since the mule's ear plant cover dries 
and breaks up in late summer, much of the Hawkins soil is bare and 
unprotected through the rainy season. The dense oak canopy and a con-
tinuous litter layer protects the Ostler soil from erosion. 
Another objective was to determine and interpret morphological, 
physical, and chemical characteristics of the soils to reach an under-
standing of their genesis . The Ostler subsoil and the entire Hawkins 
solum have high clay contents and evidence of shrink-swell activity in 
the form of cracks and slickensides. Cracking in the Hawkins soil is 
much more developed than in the Ostler soil. Cracks up to 8 em wide 
at the surface and over 130 em deep were measured. Surface material 
high in organic matter has fallen into cracks and has been mixed into 
the subsoil by shrink-swell activity. As a result, the Hawkins soil 
has dark colors to a greater depth than the Ostler soil and dark colors 
extend about 25 em deeper adjacent to cracks than in the soil polygons 
bounded by the cracks. Morphological features were sufficient to 
identify the Hawkins soil as a Vertisol. 
The clayey Ostler subsoil is abruptly overlain by a dark, loamy 
surface horizon which does not crack. The contrast between the surface 
soil and the subsoil suggests a lithologic discontinuity. Topographic 
occurrence rules out significant colluvial influence on the development 
of the Ostler soil. 
Particle-size analyses revealed the Ostler A horizons to have 
about 35 percent silt, while 55 percent silt is characteristic of 
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eolian material. The Ostler surface soil is, therefore, probably not 
entirely of eolian origin . 
The Os tler subsoil was shown to be an argillic horizon by the 
increase in total clay across the abrupt boundary between the A2 
horizon (24 percent clay) and the Btl horizon (42 percent clay) and by 
the increase in fine:total clay ratios across the boundary (0.59 in 
the A2 horizon , 0 . 83 in the Btl horizon) . Fine:total clay ratios were 
used as evidence that illuviation had occurred . High total clay con-
tents and relatively low fine :total clay ratios in the subsoil below 
the Btl horizon suggest in situ clay forma tion. 
The Hawkins soil has a higher clay content than the Ostler soil and 
has high f ine:total clay ratios throughout its solum . This may be due 
to more intense weathering, since this soil is warmer and more moist 
than the Os t ler soil, and cracks expose its subsoil to the atmosphere . 
Both soils had the greatest bulk densities in the B horizons, 
where shr ink-swell activity was most prevalent . This may result from 
orientation of soil particles by repeated shr ink-swell cycles to give a 
close- packed condition when dry. 
In both soils , coefficients of linear extensibility (COLE) were 
greatest in horizons that displayed evidence of shrink-swell activity 
(cracks and slickensides). COLE was correlated with total clay in the 
Ostler soil (r2 ~ 0.95) and in the Hawkins soil (r2 ~ 0 . 93) . The 
Hawkins soil had more clay and, thus, greater COLE values. Regression 
equations of COLE vs . total clay for the two soils were different. 
Presumably , factors other than total clay influence COLE. In the Hawkins 
soil, COLE was correlated with fine clay (r2 ~ 0.88), but the 
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relationship of these variables in the Ostler soil was not apparent. 
Below 98 em, the Hawkins pedon had a relatively high pH (7.6) and 
an accumulation of calcium carbonate . This suggests that insufficient 
water moves through this soil to remove weathering products. The Ostler 
subsoil had a low pH (5.0) and no calcium carbonate accumulation. 
Evidently, enough water moves through the Ostler soil, probably in the 
spring, ·to flush excess basic cations. 
Calcium was the dominant extractable cation of both soils. Its 
source was probably Ca-plagioclase in the parent material. The A 
horizons of both soils had more extractable potassium and higher pH 
values than the B horizons. This may be the result of base cycling by 
vegetation. 
In both soils, cation exchange capacity (CEC) was related to the 
amount and kind of clays present. Highest CEC values were found for 
horizons with high clay contents dominated by smectite. When all CEC 
was attributed to th.e clay fraction, values were highest when the amount 
of illite was low relative to smectite. 
The final objective of this study was to investigate and compare 
the mineralogies of the Ostler and Hawkins soils and their parent 
materials. The parent material of the Ostler soil contained quartz, 
feldspar, smectite, zeolite, and mica. The mineralogical composition 
of the Hawkins parent material differed by having calcite and lacking 
zeolite. 
Smectite was the dominant clay mineral in both soils. It was 
inherited from the parent material and possibly was synthesized from 
weathering products of feldspars. The presence of partially expanded 
hydrous mica was interpreted as evidence that illite is altering to 
smec tite in both soils . 
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Although smectite dominated the fine clay fractions throughout 
both soils, it occurred in larger particle-size fractions as depth 
increased, up to medium silt in the C horizons. This may indicate 
that smectite is not stable in the surface soil environments . This 
hypothesis is supported by other evidence of degradation. The 
crystallinity of smectite in the fine clay fraction, as inferred from 
sharpness of x- ray diffraction peaks, decreased in horizons closest 
to the surface . Traces of kaolinite were found in these horizons with 
poor smectite crystallinity. Evidence of smectite degradation was most 
pronounced in the Hawkins soil, corroborating the indication from soil 
moisture, soil temperature, and particle- size distribution data that it 
has a more intense weathering regime than the Ostler pedon. 
In the Ostler pedon, illite was most abundant near the surface. 
This contradicts the expec ted trend of illite content decreasing near 
the surface, presuming that is the most weathered part of the pedon. 
It was proposed that the present distribution is the result of illite 
inherited from the local parent material supplemented by windborne 
additions to the surface . Soil animals probably mixed the additions 
into the A horizons and illuviation may have further distributed illite 
of eolian origin into the upper subsoil. 
Other mineralogical evidence of eolian contributions was found in 
the Ostler soil. Traces of amphibole were present only in the A horizons . 
Plagioclase and zeolite are relatively susceptible to weathering, ye t 
they were more abundant in the A horizons than in the B horizons. 
Ca/Ti (representing plagioclase/rutile) and Ca/Zr (representing 
plagioclase/zircon) ratios, determined by x-ray spectroscopy, were 
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also higher in the A horizons than in the B horizons . Unaltered glass 
shards were identified in coarse silt from the A horizons using a petro-
graphic microscope, but none were found in the C horizon. 
The same minerals that were used as indicators of eolian addi tions 
to the Ostler soil were found throughout the zone of mixing in the 
Hawkins pedon. Since these pedons were located less than 300 meters 
apart, this is consistent with the hypothesis of an eolian contribut ion 
to soils of this area . 
Considering the findings summarized above, it was concluded that the 
origin of Hawkins soils is probably linked to the erosional modification 
of Ostler soils or their precursors. Ostler soils have probably devel -
op ed through a combination of in situ clay formation in the subsoil, 
transloca tion of clay from the A horizons into the B horizons, and eol i a n 
addition of minerals to the surface. The eolian material, subsequently 
mixed by soil animals, probably enhanced an already existing textural 
difference between A and B horizons .. 
The eolian material is probably correlative with that on soils 
44 k:m to the north.. The Snake River Plain has been proposed as the 
source of that eolian material and a date of 30,000 to 75,000 years ago 
was suggested as the time of deposition (Jalalian, 1981). 
Forest vegetation has probably stabilized soils of the study area 
since the Pleistocene . Gambel oak, on the Ostler soil, has a dense 
surficial root system that appears to bind the surface soil and inhibit 
it from falling into subsoil cracks . Destruct ion of plant cover by 
fire, however, might leave the soil open to erosion, resulting, perhaps 
after sever al events, in the exposure of the clay subsoil. Plants 
with a single, deep taproot, such as mule 's ear, may outcompete other 
plants in the clay exposed by erosion. \vithout the binding effect of 
roots, soil from the surface may more easily fall into cracks and 
increase the subsoil volume. Vertic action is then initiated when the 
soil swel l s upon wetting. This mode of Vertisol formation may have 
operated before and/or after the eolian deposition. Present environ-
mental conditions favor the persistence , and possibly the spread, of 
Vertisols in the study area. 
The Ostler pedon was classified as a member of the fine, mont-
morillonitic , frigid family of Typic Palexerolls. It is a taxajunct to 
the Ostler series, differing by having an argillic horizon with an 
abrupt upper boundary. 
The Hawkins pedon was classified as a member of the fine, montmoril-
lonitic, mesic family of Typic Chromoxererts. It is a taxadjunct to 
the Hawkins series which has a frigid temperature regime. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study identified several areas in which more intensive 
research would be valuable ~nd interesting. 
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1. The properties of clayey soils that influence shrink -swell 
need to be determined . Factors that should be investigated include 
amounts of fine, coarse, and total clay; kinds of clay (using semi-
quantitative x-ray diffraction and clay fraction CEC); soil surface 
area; amount and kind of organic matter; calcium carbonate content; 
extractable cations; iron oxide coatings; percent sand or silt; and 
liquid and plastic limits. Several methods of measuring shrink-swell 
might be tested. Whole pedons should be studied rather than grab 
samples from many pedons. 
2. Compa.rison of regreBsion equations developed for different 
dependent and independent variables, such as COLE and clay in this 
study, may be useful in detecting and quantifying signif.icant varia-
tion between pedons. The application of this in soil ge11esis studies 
and in testing homogeneity of soil series should be investigated. 
3. Research relating soil moisture and soil temperature to other 
environmental parameters is needed. The influence of elevat ion and 
aspect within a geographical region and the effects of natural plant 
communities on various aspects should be studied. 
4. Further investigation of Vertisol evolution from soils with 
argillic horizons should center on documenting a sequence of progres-
sive change. Surface erosion, amount and kind of vegetation, cracking 
citaractt:ristics, surface soil texture, and depth of dark colors are 
properties that wo uld be significant in such a study. 
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5 . Tiie distribution and source(s) of eolian deposits in northern 
Utah should be systematically studied. 
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